
Happy happy August to everyone. 
Changes are afoot. The big kids are getting 
ready to go back to college. The little kids 
are getting their new school shoes and, if 
you are in Arizona, everyone is already 
back in the classroom. Yikes. We have a 
few more weeks of vacation time here, but 
the pace is already picking up a bit.
 
I’m delighted to report that our NEW 
website is up and the orders are flowing. 
We have received some questions and 
good feedback, and I welcome all your 
comments. Yes, you must create a new 
account (username/password) in order 
to view the online catalog. Your library 
can have as many online “accounts” as 
you like. Be assured that they all funnel 
into your singular library account in our 
off-line, secure system. You can also see 
and print any of our past newsletters 
and catalog supplements quickly and 
easily. The forms for our standing order 
programs are available for download. 
It’s working well on our end, and I’m 
interested to hear what you all think. Take 
a peek: www.crimsoninc.com.
 
We have a new security case for you. 
The Denial System is in use by libraries 
around the country. We have recently 
added this system as a replacement for the 
discontinued D-Fence System. The Denial 
Cases are ultra-sturdy. We can process 
them just as we do the One-Time cases. If 
your tech services folks prefer to DIY, we 
have all the security cases available for sale 
without processing.
 
We close our fiscal year at the end of the 
month, and that will complete a full 50 
years that the Klise Company has been 
working with schools and libraries. Along 
the way, we made a few acquisitions 
including Spectrum Books and Crimson 
Multimedia. We have published 
educational products in the form of 
filmstrips, VHS tapes, disc and CD-ROM 
software, reproducible books, transparency 
programs, teacher guides, and audio kits. 
We have distributed media cases, software, 
and video games. The common thread, 
through the years, has been the wonderful 
working relationships that we have 
enjoyed with our many customers. Thank 
you all so very much.

Molly Klise, President
Thomas Klise/Crimson Multimedia

Among the Sleep
© 2016 SoedeSco
Among the Sleep is a horror game, 
played in first person from the 
perspective of a two-year-old child 

who wakes up in the middle of the night and 
starts looking for mommy. This is not a simple 
task. The house is full of scary sounds and 
strange shadows. Solve puzzles, hide from 
monsters, and waddle your way through your 
big house to get to safety. But most importantly, 
don’t forget to squeeze your teddy when the 
creepy sounds get especially scary. Rated T.
P4-SO160801 PlayStation 4 $20

Assetto Corsa
© 2016 505 GameS
Assetto Corsa ups the driving 
simulation stakes by emphasizing 
and focusing on pure physics realism, 

with precision accuracy across every aspect 
from the meticulousness car handling to the 
laser-measured tracks. The standout stars of the 
game are, of course, the cars. Assetto Corsa has 
partnered with the most prestigious automotive 
manufacturers to license life-like models of 
the genre’s biggest stars, from Ferrari to Fiat, 
McLaren to Mercedes, and Lamborghini to Lotus. 
Players are able to further deepen their playing 
experience by adjusting the handling and race 
set-up of each car. The overall racing experience 
can be further modified by adjusting everything 
from driver attributes to collision damage, to 
deliver a thrilling and true racing experience. 
Rated E.
P4-FG160802 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-FG160802 Xbox One $50

Attack on Titan
© 2016 KOEI
Attack on Titan follows the riveting 
story-line of the anime’s first season 
and focuses on the exploits of 

various key characters, putting the player in a 
position to relive its most shocking, courageous 
and exhilarating moments. It revolves around 
the story of three young people who survive 
the destruction of their walled city district by 
enormous, man-eating Titans and eventually go 
on to join the Scout Regiment in order to protect 
humanity from these overpowering foes. 
Rated M.
P4-KO160803 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-KO160803 Xbox One $60

Corpse Party: Back to 
School Edition
© 2016 XSeed
Mayu Suzumoto is transferring to a 

new high school, leaving behind her friends and 
home. To help her cope, her friend Ayumi has 
devised an innocent plan: the friends will come 
together to perform a charm which is supposed 
to bind all of its participants together as friends 
to the end. This does not go as expected. 
Following an intense earthquake, the group 
awakens to find themselves separated and 
trapped in an alternate reality version of their 
elementary school, a tragedy-stricken institution 
that once stood on the site of their own school 
but was torn down long ago. Here, the vengeful 
spirits of elementary-aged children threaten 
their lives and their sanity, and the only hope 
of survival is to uncover the chilling details 
surrounding the murders of those trapped 
before them. Rated M.
3DS-XS160804 3DS  $50

Deus Ex: Mankind 
Divided  
© 2016 Square eniX 
The year is 2029. Mechanically 
augmented humans have now been 

deemed outcasts, living a life of complete and 
total segregation from the rest of society. An 
experienced covert operative, Adam Jensen, is 
forced to operate in a world that has grown to 
despise his kind. Armed with a new arsenal of 
state-of-the-art weapons, he must choose the 
right approach, along with whom to trust, in 
order to unravel a vast worldwide conspiracy. 
Rated M.
P4-SE160805 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-SE160805 Xbox One $60

F1 2016  
© 2016 Square eniX 
Get ready to go deeper into the 
world of the most prestigious 
motorsport than ever before. F1 

2016 is the official videogame of the 2016 FIA 
Formula One World Champsionship. The game 
includes the full 2016 season calendar of 21 
tracks, including the brand new Baku circuit 
in Azerbaijan, and the full roster of 22 drivers 
and 11 teams, including the new Haas F1 Team. 
Rated E.
P4-SE160806 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-SE160806 Xbox One $60

Sign up to get this monthly 
newsletter via email! Go to: 
www.crimsoninc.com and click 
on “subscribe to our monthly 

e-newsletter.”



Romance of the Three 
Kingdoms XIII
© 2016 KOEI
For 30 years, the Romance of the 
Three Kingdoms series have taken 

players into the world based on the beloved 
Chinese novel of the same name; to be a 
part of one of the most tumultuous times of 
history and privy to the political machinations 
between power-hungry factions makes for a 
perfect strategic experience, especially when 
each iteration of the game brings about new 
additions to the grand scheme of unifying 2nd 
century China. Rated E10.
P4-KO160711 PlayStation 4 $60

Style Savvy: Fashion 
Forward
© 2016 nintendo
As a trendsetting stylist in 

Beaumonde City, you’ll get to know locals by 
traveling to fashion industry hotspots around 
town. Build relationships by connecting 
people with the styles they love. Then set 
your own trends by designing your look with 
19,000 different articles of clothing, items, and 
accessories. Ready to take on the rest of the 
world? Rated E.
3DS-ND160814 3DS  $30

Tumblestone
© 2016 u&i entertainment
Tumblestone is the first original 
action-puzzle game of the past 
twenty years. Race against your 

friends in multiplayer or challenge yourself 
in story mode. Solve progressively more 
difficult and creative puzzles, help a sausage 
make friends, and find out what happened 
to the Tumble crown. Tumblestone completely 
reinvents the matching genre into a deep and 
cerebral puzzle solving experience that you 
won’t forget. Rated E.
P4-UI160815 PlayStation 4 $30
WU-UI160815 Wii U  $30

Valentino Rossi: The 
Game
© 2016 Square eniX
Valentino Rossi: The Game brings 
the exciting worlds of MotoGP 

and Valentino Rossi in the most realistic and 
feature-complete motorcycle racing experience 
ever. Participate in the official 2016 MotoGP 
championship and discover the world of 
Valentino Rossi, with unique modes and all-
new challenges dedicated to the career of the 
9-time World Champion. Rated E.
P4-SE160712 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-SE160712 Xbox One $50

God Eater 2: Rage 
Burst 
© 2016 namco
A mysterious red rain sparks a fatal 
pandemic called the Black Plague. 

With no established cure, this scourge has a 
mortality rate of 100% once infected. Members 
of the Special Unit “Blood” are sent to assist and 
investigate. Take control of their newest recruit 
as you master incredible weaponry, challenge 
enormous monsters, and cooperate with an 
iconic cast of characters fighting for humanity. 
Rated T.
P4-NM160807 PlayStation 4 $60

Hatsune Miku: Project 
DIVA X 
© 2016 SeGa
Hatsune Miku is back and bigger 
than ever in the  rhythm game, 

Hatsune Miku: Project DIVA X . For those new 
to Project DIVA, it is an addictive core rhythm 
game starring the digital singer, Hatsune 
Miku. Project DIVA X is driven forward though 
a narrative which centers on Miku and her 
friends undertaking various requests as they 
explore the five Clouds that make up their 
world. Rated T.
P4-SG160808 PlayStation 4 $50
PV-SG160808 PlayStation Vita $40

King of Fighters XIV
© 2016 atluS
This vaunted fighting game series 
enters a new evolution with King 
of Fighters XIV thanks to series-first 

3D graphics. The classic 3 vs. 3 battle system 
is unchanged in KOF XIV but masters of the 
game will appreciate notable updates to the 
fighting engine. From streamlining controls 
to improving the Combo and MAX Mode 
mechanics, hardcore fans and newcomers can 
enjoy the most competitive, but accessible, 
game in KOF history. Rated T.
P4-AT160809 PlayStation 4 $60

Madden NFL 17  
© 2016 electronic artS
Take your team all the way in 
Madden NFL 17! Put yourself at the 
center of your team’s Championship 

run in Franchise mode, delivering all-new ways 
to play and more decisions to make. Driven by 
the most balanced gameplay yet, the deepest 
commentary in Madden NFL franchise history, 
along with fun and fresh ways to play modes 
such as Ultimate Team and Draft Champions, 
Madden NFL 17 is the most complete Madden 
ever. Rated E.
P3-EA160810 PlayStation 3 $60
P4-EA160810 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-EA160810 Xbox One $60
X3-EA160810 Xbox 360  $60
 

No Man’s Sky
© 2016 Square eniX 
In No Man’s Sky you explore an 
infinite universe where you will 
discover unique never-before-seen 

planets and lifeforms. A mystery lies at the 
center of the galaxy, an irresistible pulse that 
draws you on an epic voyage to discover the 
true nature of the cosmos. Your journey will 
be charged with danger, encountering hostile 
creatures and fierce pirates; in order to survive, 
you will need to prepare, upgrading your ship, 
suit and weapons. Whether you choose to fight, 
trade or explore, every decision you make has 
consequences, shaping your journey as you 
travel ever deeper into No Man’s Sky. Rated T.
P4-SE160811 PlayStation 4 $60

OlliOlli: Epic Combo 
Edition
© 2016 u&i entertainment
OlliOlli: Epic Combo Edition 
contains both OlliOlli and OlliOlli2: 

Welcome to Olliwood. OlliOlli was the original 
that destroyed controllers and shook up the 
skateboarding genre with more than 120 tricks 
and grinds across 50 deviously crafted levels. 
OlliOlli2: Welcome to Olliwood is the souped-
up sequel that brings  a whole new world of 
cinematic sass. New tricks, hills, ramps, reverts, 
and longer multi-route levels with outrageous 
lines. Play on your own or with friends. 
Rated T.
P4-UI160812 PlayStation 4 $30

Resident Evil 4 HD 
© 2016 capcom
Special agent Leon S Kennedy is 
sent on a mission to rescue the 
U.S. President’s daughter who 

has been kidnapped. Finding is way to a rural 
village in Europe, he faces new threats that 
are a departure from the traditional lumbering 
zombie enemies of the earlier installments in the 
series. Rated M.
P4-CP160813 PlayStation 4 $20
X1-CP160813 Xbox One $20

Rocket League
© 2016 505 GameS
A futuristic sports action game, 
Rocket League, equips players with 
booster-rigged vehicles that can 

be crashed into balls for incredible goals or 
epic saves across multiple, highly-detailed 
arenas. Using an advanced physics system to 
simulate realistic interactions, Rocket League 
relies on mass and momentum to give players 
a complete sense of intuitive control in this 
unbelievable, high-octane re-imagining of 
association football. Rated E.
FG160700  DVR/WIN $20
P4-FG160700 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-FG160700 Xbox One $30


